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Exclusive news

An amazing day

W
MUNA 2021 during a pandemic

D

ue to the COVID-19 pandemic and the
consequences thereof we had to think of
an alternative conference for the 16th edition
of MUNA. In order to preserve everyone’s
health and comply with the safety measures
taken by the Dutch government, MUNA 2021
was hosted as a (semi-)online conference. All
of our delegates other than those of the
Alfrink College took part in the debates by
means of live streams. Of course, we would
have loved to see all of you in real life,
however, we are very glad that we were able
to offer an online alternative. The MUNA
Board and Staff Members worked very hard
to ensure that, despite the alterations, the
conference would remain unforgettable for
everyone. We hope everyone had an amazing
MUNA experience that will last a lifetime!

e started the day with the opening
ceremony. After the breathtaking
opening video, we listened to several
inspiring speeches by this year's charity, the
head of our MUNA board and this year's SG.
These speeches were followed by an
interactive world map game, an excursion
video and a hilarious staff video. Definitely a
good start of an awesome day!
Then it was time for the debates! During the
day, many utmost inspiring and wellfounded ideas have been shared, debated
and voted on. All of the debates were given
some interesting twists by the sudden crises
the delegates had to face. Also the lunch was
a great success!
At the end of the day, within every
committee, we enjoyed all of the gossip that
had been established.
Then it was time to say goodbye to all
students: online and offline. We saw happy
faces and heard many positive words.
Everyone really enjoyed MUNA 2021 and we
can conclude that it was an amazing day!

What went on in the committees?
GA1
Dear reader,
We had the most lovely day. Russia and India were sent out of
GA1. United States wanted a federation based in Texas to
regulate nuclear weapons. DPRK wanted to sent Russia, India
and itself away if Russia had to leave. One resolution has
passed in GA1. And eventually we did a mock-debate about
generic modification.

GA2
Honourable reader,
We would like to thank our delegates for this interesting day.
We passed two resolutions and had some exciting debates. We
came to the conclusion that Australia must be emptied and
filled with windmills. There was also a fun surprise with
confetti. And we ate A LOT of food, which was delicious!

GA3
Honourable reader,
We had a great day! We started off with the first resolution.
Then the crisis headquarter came in with a big crisis. We tried
our best to find a solution and eventually we did. After that
we started with our second resolution. However, we did not
finish debating about this problem, because we did some
mockdebates about less serious problems. Overall we had a
great experience and we laughed a lot.

SC
Honourable reader,
We would like to thank all delegates from the Security
Council for the very adventurous day with lots of wars.
Eventually most wars were solved and we think we can easily
say that we were the most chaotic committee this year AND
that we had the greatest filled gossip box :) We had a great
day and we hope all delegates had too!

FC
Dear reader,
In the future, debates were being held on how to solve
income inequality throughout the world with a wide range of
measures, from taxing the rich to legalising soft drugs. Some
of these measures were agreed to be very useful while others
were, as one delegate so eloquently put it, "like putting a
bandaid on a giant fleshwound from a shotgun". Once that
issue had been fully discussed we went on to debate space
travel, specifically in order to escape our own deteriorating
earth. While it started off with some intense disagreeances on
whether to send humans or not, all nations unified over the
idea of using people from Urk as initial test subjects.

Superlatives
Cutest delegate

Hottest female chair

Most annoying delegate

Panama GA3

Tirsa GA1+ CM

DPRK GA3

Couple of the year
(Best business partners)

Best dressed

Hottest of technical staff

Emma SG

Thomas

Shaad & Siebe
Financial Team

MUNA Preparations

T

his year’s MUNA has been tough to prepare, but as you can see luckily we pulled through. So
many things had to be changed to make this event possible. Think of social distancing, which
international schools are able to come, or even: how are we going to include the online delegates in
the debating? It has been a crazy ride for the staff to organise this, so all the credits go to them! Also,
the PRE-MUN trainings were very difficult to set up because of the new school schedule and since
there was less time to train the candidates. At first all candidates seemed shy and insecure to talk, but
luckily, as you all have seen today, many of you made great progress and many others maybe even
started to like to debate and to stand in front of their colleagues. And even though it took a great
struggle, here we are with another great MUNA completed and finished. See you next year!

Juicy Gossip

Exclusive Memes

GA1: Someone from the financial staff has a crush on
Indonesia
The admins walk too slow :)
The peppermints have a weird taste...
GA2: Bangladesh, a very nice person with a fun outfit
USA, very funny person lol
Mexico is a annoying know-it-all
Germany is lowkey cute
Sweden and the USA are engaged
GA3: Why does Germany look like he has had plastic
surgery
DPRK looks like Justin Bieber in 2013
DPRK looks like he'd hate crime me (no offensive I
know he is just playing a role)
the food was not that good compared to last year
Canada and the Netherlands are hella fire
SC: Russia kinda cute tho!
It seems that Jay from the SC isn’t wearing any
underpants
The 2 members of France have developed a
romantic relationship
FC:
East-Latin Kingdom super cute

Participating
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Participating
in MUNA during
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When a rival delegate makes a good point

Online Photos
Check out the photos that the
Press Team has taken during
MUNA via Google Photos:
https://bit.ly/3mG0n2Q

MUNA 2021

We want to Thank you for participating!

Follow us on the socials:
Instagram: @munalfrink
Facebook: @munalfrink
Twitter: @munalfrink
Snapchat: muna-snap
Youtube: Mun Alfrink
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